Doing it in the rain
John Gowty
300 km, Brisbane - June 10, 2000.

H

aving 10,000 training km in the 50-yearold legs over the last 6 months, along with 3
rides over 200 km I felt well prepared physically
to tackle my first 300 km ride. A new set of Rolf
wheels on the freshly serviced TCR2 gave me a
little extra confidence but nothing could have
prepared me for weather. The forecasters did
predict rain and this was probably the reason for
the starters being reduced to 3 with the sane
people staying in bed. The 3 brave souls set off
7.30 am from the Banyo Library to challenge the
elements over a 300km course.
Over the first 50 km I attempted to conserve
energy riding at a steady pace, however I found
myself riding alone after 10 km.
The first checkpoint was at Dayboro, (53 km),
and after a quick cup of coffee and a bun it was
time to climb the slopes of Mount Mee, the climb
goes for 15 km, levels out for a bit of ridge riding
and then there was a cautious wet road down hill
decent to Woodford. I could see the low level rain
clouds as I descended into Woodford, which was
to be an indication of what was to come. I was
forced to don the dreaded rain jacket and was
immediately annoyed by the inconvenience of the
loose fit and the clamminess it created on the upper
body. I had worn an aircell under shirt and
neoprene booties from the start and the feet upper
body had remained relatively warm to this stage
despite the low temperatures. I had decided not
to wear arm warmers and leggings on the initial
stages saving, these for the anticipated chill after
dusk.
We reached Kilcoy checkpoint, (120 km), at
11.45 am, the rain was light but steady and the
hot pea and ham soup tasted unbelievably good.
The organisers advised me that one rider had pulled
out and the other had left the Dayboro checkpoint
an hour after I had. This meant that they would
not be able to meet me at the next checkpoint and
I would have to ride unsupported for110km to
the Toorbul checkpoint.
The unmanned checkpoint was 50 km away at
Beerwah over a steep incline at Peachester. A car
accident had cars banked up on the Peachester
incline and in away this caused a distraction which
seemed to make the climb a little easier with lots
of encouragement from the stationary motorists,
police and fire brigade. Once over Peachester it
was an easy ride through the valleys at the base of
the Glass House Mountains. The Fruit shop
owner at Beerwah signed the brevet card and I got
under way on the undulating road to Toorbul. I
was relying on sachets of Gu and Powerbars for
sustenance over this 120km leg, which were
maintaining the energy level however the body
was screaming for some hot food by the time I
reached the Toorbul checkpoint (230 km) at 5pm.
I was advised that I was the only rider left in the
event as the other remaining rider at pulled out
after Mount Mee with leg problems. The rain,
wind, cold weather and approaching darkness was
starting to take its toll on my enthusiasm and I
was seriously contemplating taking the easy
option of a backseat ride in the support vehicle.
With a change into dry riding gear and
encouragement from ride organisers Lindsay and
Connie Green I donned the required reflective
clothing turned on lights front and back and headed

off into the darkness with 70 km to go to the
finish line. The road from Toorbul to Caboollture
was relatively traffic free and had the luxury of a
white line on the edge to follow. However with
the rain continually wetting my glasses, lessening
my night vision, and the light from the bike lights
being soaked up by the wet roads it was a relief
to reach the street lights of Caboolture.
Unfortunately this relief was short lived as
the route then went for 25 km on unlit roads, no
white line at the edge, endless traffic front and
rear, and to make it worse the rain was now
really bucketing down. I was feeling very
vulnerable, lonely and looking for a way to end
it all. I knew I only had about 30 klm to go so I
slowed to a walking pace until I reached the
relative safety of the street lights of Strathpine.
Over the last 20 km I was feeling strong and my
spirits lifted knowing that finishing was
inevitable. The suffering stopped and euphoria
set in as the Banyo Library finish line came in
sight, (8.30 pm) and race organisers Lindsay and
Connie Green warmed the body and soul with
warm food and congratulations.
I am now looking forward to the challenges of
longer drier rides in the company of others.

Clothing in stock!
Sue Taylor
Audax has a full stock of
clothes available now, including
t-shirts, in all sizes S to XXL.
So if you’ve been cycling in
oudated gear, now is the
time to get in quick before
the popular stocks
dissapear again. New
prices are: Short Sleeve
Jerseys $70, Long Sleeve
Jerseys $73, Gamex Jackets
$99 and Knicks $60. Order from
the web page or call Sue on
03 9786 9807.

Lancefield Lazy Legs
Andy Moore
This central Victorian ride was held on a
beautiful early winter’s day with the 9am start
allowing the temperature to rise before the riders
headed off. Twenty five riders eventually fronted:
some had time for a coffee before they started,
some arrived right on the departure time! One of
the ‘racers’ even warmed up before the start and
mistimed it so that he had to catch the pack.
No dramas on the long climb to Trentham and
the lovely tea rooms: pies, pumpkin soup, coffee
and staff are all recommended. Country Cob at
Kyneton were a bit rushed (not much else open
in Kyneton on Sunday). The riders came back to
Lancefield in groups between 12.40 and 3.20.
This made it easy for the organiser although he
didn’t have enough time to get through what
passes for a newspaper on Sundays.
Some interesting discussions ensued such as the
one about the ‘spin classes’ and clenching buttocks
for more power! I think we were talking cycling...
All in all 1 dnf (equipment failure) 24 finished
more or less happily and one relaxed organiser
(much easier than an all night stint in Yea).

Nouveau 2 - Townsville

Product Review - Legon Gaiters

Alpine Classic - be part of it!

Andrew Feige

Stephen Brown

Alan Tonkin

Unlike the Nouveau 1, where the tropical
cyclone Tessi was providing those brave enough
to venture out with plenty of rain, today saw a
wonderful blue sky with a top temperature of 22
with light to medium winds. After a slight delay
(organiser forgot to set alarm - oops) a total of
nine riders set of on a ride from Townsville to the
Mobil Service Station at Calcium and back again
with the Cafe Nova ready to provide their very
delicious cheesecakes and banana smoothies.
The route led the riders out of Townsville thru
some undulating countryside to the south of Mt
Stuart into flat open country. When the riders
came out onto the flatter plains beneath the hills
and mountains, the wind picked up. The local
birdlife at the lagoon watched with interest as the
riders in multi coloured jerseys passed by. Passing
by Woodstock the wind began to fade a little
making the ride a little easier. Calcium is located
at the foot of the Mingela Ranges, fortunately
the gradient is not too noticable. Riders checked
in at the Mobil to have brevet cards signed and
pick up refreshments, whilst waiting for two riders
who set a slower pace. Once all needs had been
taken care of, the riders set off at a brisk pace, the
tailwind being most welcome.
The average speed on the return was 30km, and
most riders had finished the ride in around four
hours, and the rest in four and a half. Banana
smoothies and the odd thickshake providing
refreshment. Some of the hungrier riders had
nachos and the odd cheesecake disappeared
quickly. Eight of the nine riders completed the
106 km ride with one retired due to prior injury.

Please consider contributing to the 2001 Alpine Classic.

Order off our web page or contact
03 9786 9807 or
email clothing@audax.org.au

We would like your contribution in the planning/
administration of this premier AUDAX event.

Product: Legon Shoe Covers/Gaiters
Size:Large
Test Date: 2/05/2000
Place: Ballarat Vic
Conditions: Cold and Rain turning to snow showers driven by a lazy south wester which
goes through rather than around you.
Time/Distance: 50km (2hours).
Worn over: thermal shorts and long johns
First Impressions: The large are big & accommodate my size 47 Carnac Podium road
shoes with room to spare so they should fit over smaller touring shoes. They take a bit to
get them settled comfortable given that they are knee length. They tend to ride up at the back
but this can be fixed with a bit of elastic under the heal. They tend to look like Gumboots.
Good visuals due to reflective tape on the front of shoe cover and at ankle level. Very Light
weight.
During the Ride: They kept the wind, rain and mud out very well given the rain was
coming near horizontal at times. The rain eventually soaked through the top but nothing
short of full water proofs will stop this. They were conformable although the ties at the top
was noticeable at first but they are probably a bit long for me. For very cold weather only
as they are a little too windproof for the larger sheltered climbs.
Conclusions: The best recommendation that I can give is that I will be riding through
the winter as I found them a excellent piece of kit. They don’t look pretty but they work
well in winter conditions and are light enough to carry in back pocket if you suspect the
weather is going to turn nastie.

Opportunities include: desktop publishing, marketing,
media realtions, data-entry, finance/banking, volunteer coordination, Bright liaison, purchasing and stores, transport
and the like is required.
The Alpine Classic is a one off prestigous event so if
you are looking for a valuable way to contribute your
skills, and a wee bit of time, back into the club for all the
pleasure it gives you then PLEASE CONSIDER....
You may be looking to pick-up/learn news skills, expand
your CV, develop your career prospects etc.. then
participating in the event at this level may also be worth
considering.
Later we will also be looking for volunteers to: * Preride - for mail-outs, packing teeshirts and the like * The
Ride - setting-up/stripping down the event, supporting
the ride, post ride dinner and the like. The normal Volunteer
benefits will apply.
Please contact Alan Tonkin 03 9890 2420 - home 03
9652 0656 - work alant@cae.edu.au

AUDAX Australia

Half-Way.
Parkes. CP-8,
500k

The Mongrel Dogs of Wollongong
Region's 1000km Randonnee.
From Dapto to Parkes and return
across Australia’s Great Dividing
Range, at the easy point.

Forbes.
CP-7/9,
465k/535k

LRM 1999 rankings

(To be held on the 13th, 14th and 15th of October)
The ride time limit is 75 hours.

Matthew Rawnsley

Please contact Henry Boardman for further details,
Ph: (h) 02 4261 2929; (w) 02 4275 3130
E-mail: boardman.henry.hr@bhp.com.au

Results are computed by counting all the
brevets ridden by randonneurs in each country.
Each rider is awarded one point for each one
hundred kms ridden in a successful brevet. For
example , a 200k brevet is worth 2 points , a 300k
brevet is worth 3 points, and so on. The counting
events are all the standard distance brevets (200,
300, 400, 600,1000k), plus the 1200k PBP ride.
For PBP, 12 points are given to male finishers
and 18 to female finishers.
The overall results show several things: First,
randonneuring’s true home is, at least during a
PBP year, in France. With 69371 points, they
were very far ahead of all other nations. The UK,
often a leader in this yearly competition, came
2nd with 15880pts. The USA was close 3rd with
15558pts. After 2nd and 3rd places the points
totals drop off considerably. Fourth was Australia
with 4772, 5th was Denmark with 4358, Italy
was 6th with 3856, Canada was 7th with 3608,
Germany was 8th with 3265, Belguim was 9th
with 2920 and 10th was Holland with 2406. Other
nations followed and those ranked lower than
13th earned less than 1000pts. each. Along with
the international rankings amongst countries , there
is also contest for the 151 regional clubs around
the world who put on a entire brevet series.
French Audax Club Parisian was 1st with 2605pts,
2nd was S.C.C. Valpellice of Italy with 2577pts,
3rd was Califoria’s Davis Bike Club.

SLEEP?
Cowra is the planned Motel
stop for out and return trips.
Also place for the bag drop.
CP-5/11, 343k/657k

Grenfell.
CP-6/10,
401k/599k

Boorowa.
CP-4/12,
271k/729k

Moss-Vale.
CP-1/15,
62k/938k
Gunning is a place
to stop for Food,
etc. Not a CP

Start and Finish
Take the Yass
Valley Way into
Yass for CP-3/13,
216k/784k

This, for what it’s worth, is
the LRM medallion available
to those who meet certain
criteria including completion of
a 1200km brevet (non PBP).
It features a map of the world
set inside the words
“Randonneurs Mondiaux”.

Don’t by-pass
Goulburn. CP -2/14,
134k/866k

from William Beach Park,
on Prince Edward Drive,
Dapto. CP-Start/Finish,
0k/1000k

Why so small?
As mentioned in the last Checkpoint, the club’s journal will be produced quarterly.
Rather than let you wait by your letterbox for 4 months until the September (Spring
edition) is released, we’ve produced this petit Checkpoint to bring you the latest news. As
always, contributions are welcome for the next issue. Please send to address on front
Editor: Patrick van Dyk
cover.

